CHAPTER 1

*
Reflecting Processes;
Acts of Inf arming and Forming
YOU CAN BORROW MY EYES, BUT YOU MUST
NOT TAKE THEM AWAY FROM ME!

Tom Andersen

Concerning the psychology of the creative act itself, I have
mentioned the following, interrelated aspects of it: the
displacement of attention to something not p reviously
noted, which was irrelevant in the old and is relevant in
the new context; the discovery of hidden analogies as a
result of the former; the bringing into consciousness of
tacit axioms and habits of thought which were implied in
the code and taken for granted; the uncovering of wha t
has always been there.
This leads to the paradox that the more original a
discovery the more obvious it seems afterwards. The
creative act is not an act of creation in the sense of the Old
Testament. It does not create something out of nothing: it
uncovers, selects, re-shuilles, combines, synthesizes already
existing facts, ideas, faculties, skills. The more familiar the
parts, the more strikin g the new whole.
- Arth11r Koestler (1964,pp. 119-120)

MY WAY OF TELLI NG about the origin and development of the reflecting
processes has shifted over the years. At first I often referred to theories, as
if these processes were born out of intellectuality. Now I do not chink so.
I think they rather were consequences offeelings. Although I was unaware
of it when the reflecting process first appeared in M arch 1985, I now think
it was a solution to my own feeling of d™::omfort as a therapist. Being a
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therapist is first of all being with others, and it is hard to be with others
when they and I fee l uncomfortable about that being together.
T he rathe r personal start of this ch apter might indicate its limited
value fo r those who prefer objective descriptions. However, chose who
are accracted to the hermeneutic tradition and its assumptions about
k~owledge as context-bounded, time- bounded, and p erson-bounded
will, I hope, find it of less limited value. I will first write a few words
about the her meneutic circle.

THE HERMENEUTIC CIRCLE
Th~s concept has been discussed by two German philosophers, Martin
He1degger and H ans-Georg Gadamer (Wachthauser, "1986; Warnke,
I 987). They said chat what we come to understand is muc h determined
by the life we already have lived. The life we already have lived has brought
to us general assumptions of various kinds, chat is, how human beings
best can be understood.
Gadamer says that we are inevitably prejudiced when we meet w ith
a person we are to understand; we have started co understand che person
eve~ before we m eet him/ her. Gadamer used the word "prejudice" and
He1degger used the word "preunderstanding"for this.Some people assume
(have bro.ught with them the preunderstanding) that what a person says
and does is generated from an "inner core" of the person. Those who meet
another with that preunderstanding will look for the signs in the other's
behavior that reflect and indicate the dynamics of the assumed inner core.
An alternative pre understanding to chat of an inner core is chat the
cencer of a pe rson is outside the person - in the conversations and the
language the person takes part in. The other person will be best
understood by concentrating on his/her conversations and lan guage.
These ar~ only two examples o f several existing preunderstan dings
of human bemgs. When we try to understand another person (within
the frames of our preunderstanding) we m ight see or hear something we
have never seen and heard before. This n ew information might turn back
upon and nuance or even change our preunderstanding. The preunderstanding's influence on the actual understanding and the actual understanding's turning back upon and influencing the preunderstanding have
been called the h erme neutic circle.
Othe r Prejudices
The co n cept of prc unde rscanding applies not o nly
ro :i ll phc110 111 c11:i
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th e reflecting processes, the writing about reflecting processes, or the
reader's reading about the reflecting processes.
My preunderstanding is that the reflecting p rocesses are very different from my writings about them. These processes comprise much more
than I am ever able to see or hear. The writing is therefore a simplified
version and relates to what I (according to my prejudices) found useful
to look at and listen to. What I heard and saw, when put into writing, is
described in my metaphors and my language, and I can never cake it for
granted that the words of my writing create the same images and
thoughts in the readers as they do in me.
What I will try to do in this chapter is to be in a language that is as
close as possible to the everyday language of "ordinary" people. My
p rejudice is that readers w ill interp re t within the frames of their
prejudices, and such a chapter as this might offer a chance for readers to
reflect upon their own work and their own preunderstandings.

A Nuance
The "aim" of this c hapter is not only co describe the re fl ecting processes
but also to describe the contexts in which they emerged and developed
further. Because p arts of those contexts are my own preunderstandings,
I g ive space to elucidating how being part of various reflecting processes
turned back upon, nuanced, and changed my p rejudices and my beingin- the-world as therapist. T h e reflecting processes can b e seen as h ermeneutic circles.

NOTICING THE FEELINGS OF DISCOMFORT
T his section discusses body and feelin gs and might be out of context for
some. If it feels so, please leap to the preludes of the reflecting processes
on page 16.
As a m edical country doctor in the north ofN01way, I learned about
ordinary life and ordinary bodily complaints.Aches and p ains and stiffness
in the various parts of the body (neck, shoulders, lower back, etc.) were
the most common complaints in general practice but "too ordinary" to
be of interest in academia. The medical school I came from did not
prepare us as doctors for how to deal with it, so we were left to o ur own
wanderings. I was fortuna te to meet with a Norwegian female
physiotherapist, Gudrun 0vreberg, who in troduced me to her teacher,
Aadel Bulow- H ansen, another Norwegian female physiotherapist. T hey
both let me see into a world I had not looked into before. BiilowH :rnsen 's wo rk over the years taught her that breathing and movements
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are two crucial sides oflife; our breathing influences our movements and
our movements influence our breathing. There are two words in
Norwegian for breathing: one the more physiological word, to breathe
("a puste"), and the other a more solemn, maybe even a sacred word, to
spirit ("a :i.nde"). When a person passes away, Norwegians most often say
he/she spirited out. We also say chat we spirit the air when we are up in
che freshness of the mountains or in places similar to chat. Being-in-theworld is being-in-breathing. All our expressions and all our spoken words
come with the exhaling phase of breaching; our laughing lets go of our
happy feelings; our weeping elicits sad feelings; our barking voices convey
angry feelings, and so on. And all the thoughts and feelings are brought
co the fore during the exhaling part of breathing.
Our movements, sometimes nuanced and fine, sometimes rough
and coarse, are part of the interplay between those muscles that stretch
various parts of the body (e.g., the knee) and chose chat bend the parts.
The stretchers in front of the knee and benders on the back side are
opponents. When they both work, their work in common will balance
the knee. We need them all, both stretchers and benders, to balance the
various parts of the body when we walk, sit, get up, cum around, and so
on.
Bi.ilow-Hansen noticed that in difficult periods (e.g., when we are
worried, angry, or sad and do not want to let others see), a person is
brought out of balance in the sense that the benders increases their
activity and the stretchers are constrained (by the benders) in their
activity. The person as a whole tends to "creep together" and the body
tends to be "closed." Readers have most probably seen those who cross
their arms over the chest and lean forward, in an act of "closing" the
body. In this closing act, the benders in front of the shoulders and upper
arms, those in the back of the neck, those in the stomach, and those on
the front of the hip cake part.
Bulow-Hansen noticed that simultaneously with the stretchers
being constrained the breaching was also constrained. She learned that if
she was able to help a person stretch and open up the body something
interesting happened. A spontaneous inhaling occurs when the body
stretches, and with that inhaling there is a certain urge to continue the
stretching, which stimulates more inhaling. This circle goes on until the
chest is filled, and when the air passively leaves the lungs, some of the
tension in all muscles (also in the benders) vanishes.
In this process of stretching and breathing and letting go of tension,
the muscular balance of the body as a whole is changed. One can
sometimes actually see the posture of the person changing.
Watching this work closely in order to write a book about it
contributed co a certain knowledge "creeping under" my skin . While
writing the book, between 1983 :ind 1986, I slowly beg:in to undc rst:ind
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chat how Bulow- Hansen worked determined what she could reach. And
how she worked was in relation to the other.
One of the ways for her to make the other person stretch a part of
the body was to let one of her hands clench a tense muscle (e.g., the calf
muscle) so that the clench produced pain. Pain is followed by a spontaneous stretch (of the knee), which is followed by inhaling. When her
hand was too soft she could not see any response in the other's breathing.
If her hand got a bit rougher, making more pain, she could see increased
inhaling followed by a release ofair during the exhaling part. If, however,
her hand was too rough, causing too much pain or clenching too long,
the other would inhale in a gasping manner and thereafter not let the
air go but hold on it. Bi.ilow-Hansen followed the process intensively by
watching the other's breathing all the time. If her eyes saw that there was
no increase of breathing, her hand worked harder, and if she saw that the
breathing stopped because her hand was too rough, she let that clenching
hand go immediately.
This taught me at least two things. First, it made Gregory Bateson's
ideas about change visible. Bateson saw change as a difference that
occurred over time. He also thought that a difference does not come by
itself but with another difference; for example, if the temperature falls ,
one puts on one's jacket. In a few words, Bateson (1972) made the famous
statement:" A difference makes a difference" (p. 453). Bateson's statement
and Bi.ilow-Hansen's work taught me that there are three differences of
which only one makes a difference. What is too usual does not make a
difference. What is too unusual also does not make a difference. What is
appropriately unusual makes a difference. These nuances are widely
applicable in many situations and under many circumstances, including
conversations.
The other thing I learned from Bi.ilow-Hansen was that she looked
(and I assume she also heard and maybe even smelled) how the other
responded to her hands before her hands continued to work. Applied to
psychotherapy, it means that I have to wait and see how the other
responds to what I say or do before I say or do the next thing. The next
thing I say or do must be influenced by the other's response to what I
just said. I have to go slowly enough to be able to see and hear how it is
for the other to be in the conversation. If it is too unusual, the other feels
uncomfortable and lets me know through one or many signs. There are
many signs and I shall just briefly mention some examples that will
remind readers of what they already know: talking Jess, looking down or
away, conveying the feeling that it would be better to leave the conversation than to stay in it, and so on. We can see the other feeling
uncomfortable.
We can also notice our own feelin gs of discomfort in mo ments
wh en we push the other(s) int0 something too L1nusu:il fo r them . If we
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are aware, o ur bodies w ill tell us. For me this feeling appears behind the
lower part of my breastbone. Some say they feel it in the stomach, some
behind the eyes, some in the forehead, some in the lower back, and so
forth.

TWO PRELUDES
The idea of being appropriately unusual to the others brought a more
calm atmosphere to the therapeutic conversations in which I took part.
That idea was one of two preludes to th e first reflecting team in March
1985, and I believe it influenced the next prelude, namely a new way of
giving interventions.
Our team initially worked using the Milan approach; in 1984,
however, a shift occurred in the way we intervened with the families. We
started to say, " In addition to what you saw, we saw this," and "In addition
to what you tried to do you might try this [what we suggested]."
This was to underline that both what the families and what we had
considered were of value. Previously we had a clear tendency to try find
the correct interventions, and if the families disagreed w ith our interventions a dispute easily broke out: Either they or we were right. This
shift from an earlier either-or stance to the new both- and stance made
everything more "democratic."
In hindsight it seems that these two preludes were signifi cant
preparation to let the idea of open talks (reflecting) happen. The idea
about such open talks had emerged already in 1981, and I mentioned it
to Aina Skorpen, with whom I worked at that time. However, our fears
chat we might talk in a hurtful way about the families in front of them
restrained us from trying. When we fin ally began to use this mode we
were surprised at how easy it was to talk without using nasty or hurtful
words. Later it became evident that how we talk depends on the context
in which we talk. If we choose to speak about the families w ithout them
present, we easily speak "professionally," in a detached manner. If we
choose to speak abouc them in their presence, we naturally use everyday
language and speak in a friendly manner.
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difficulties seeing a positive future, had been to the mental hospital several
times (som etimes because she had tried co kill herself). The therapist was
drawn into their hopelessness and could not find questions to elucidate
an alternative future. The team members, who fo llowed the talk from
behind a one-way screen, called the therapist to our room and gave him
our optimistic questions. He brought them back to the family, only to
be drawn back to pessimism immediately.
We tried the same tactic three times, with the same pessimistic
consequences. Then, after a short discussion behind the screen, we
launched the idea to the family and the therapist that we might talk while
they listened to us. Our fears made us hope they would not accept the
offer, but they did.
In those rooms in which we wo rked there happened to be loudspeakers and microphones. Therefore, we turned on the light in our room
and they dimmed it in their room. We turned on the microphone in our
room and they turned off theirs; we turned off our loudspeakers and they
turned on theirs.And there we sat in the lit room: visible and unprotected.
(We finally realized how the famili es with whom we previo usly met
might have experienced these arrangements: fri ghtening and exciting at
the same time.)
At first we stumbled over our words; we wondered whether there
were possibilities that the family, for various reasons, had not yet seen?
Our speculations became more and more lively as we envisioned an
optimistic future. When we turned back sound and light, the fam ily was
totally changed: They talked eagerly about what they might do in the
future. They even laughed. My immediate thought was that this is very
different and this gives me a good feeling.
It did not take long before we stopped the switching of sound and
light. We instead swapped rooms. The therapist and the family ta~ked in
one room with the team listening to that talk from the room behmd the
one-way screen. Then there was a shift when the team walked over to
the "talking room"as the therapist and the family walked to the " listening
room ." When the team was through with their talking, the rooms were
swapped again, and the fam ily comm ented on the team 's talk from the
"talking room ." The therapist is always together with the fam ily, always
separated from the rest of the team.

REFLECTING TEAM
TWO DESCRIPTIONS
The idea of open talk lay dormant for four years before we began to use
it in M arch 1985 (the team members were Magnus Hald, Eivind Eckhoff,
Trygve Nissen, and myself). The young therapist talked with a mother,
father, and daughter about their sad family life. The mother, who had

It took some time before it was possible to describe our process. At first
we described it with the .word "heterarchy." Many have not heard that
word before, but everybody has heard the opposite word: "hierarchy."
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Hierarchy governs from the top and down, and heterarchy governs
through the other.
Therefore, the feeling of relief in March 1985 was most probably
related to leaving the hierarchical relationships of therapy and entering
the heterarchical ones. More common words for a heterarchica.l relationship m ight be a "democratic relationship," an "even relationship," or a
relationship with equally important contributors.
Sometime later, another description came to mind, namely, that the
reflecting team process comprises shifts between talking and listening.
Talking to other(s) can be described as "outer talk," and while we listen
to others talk we talk with ourselves in "inner talk." If we let a particular
issue be passed from outer talks to inner talks back to outer talks, and so
on, we might say that the issue is passed through the perspectives of
various inner and outer talks. Bateson was very concerned with the
significance of multiple perspectives: One might understand the same
issue differently in the various perspectives, and when these different
ways to understand are put together (as in this reflecting process), they
might create new ideas about the issue in focus (Bateson, 1980).

DIFFERENT REFLECTING PROCESSES
Once we grasp the idea that the shifting between inner and outer talks
is an important element, we might set up these processes in many ways
in many different contexts. H ere are some examples:
1. There could be a team in the next room behind a one-way
screen, or we might use only one room with the team listening
and talking from a corner.
2. A therapist without a team could have one colleague present to
talk with during "reflecting" intervals.
3. If the therapist is alone without a team, he/she could speak with
one member of the family (person X) while the others in the
family listen. Then the therapist talks with these others while
person X listens to that talk, and later turns to person X for
comments and eventually further talk. In this case the fami ly and
the therapist become a reflecting team.
4. If the therapist is alone with one client, they might talk about an
issue from the perspective of one who is not present (e.g., a
mother). For example, the client is asked to talk about what she
thought her mother would think (inner taJk) and say (outer talk)
about this or that. When the mother's thoughts have been
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presented, the client might be asked, "What are your thoughts
about your mother's thoughts?"
5. If a workshop or conference consultation goes on in a large room
with an audience listening to it, the whole audience might serve
as a reflecting team.
The applied forms are infinite and rassume that the limiting element
is our own inventiveness. These processes might also be applied in several
contexts besides therapy. H ere are some examples:
1. In supervision, the supervisee might talk with the supervisor
while other supervisees listen to that talk. Then the other
supervisees and the supervisor talk while the supervisee listens,
whereafter the supervisee and supervisor talk.
2. Staff meetings could be organized so chat one half of the staff
talks about a certain issue while the second halflisten, whereafter
the second half talk while the first halflisten, and thereafter back
to the first half, and so on.
3. Management leaders might come together to discuss certain
issues. The group could be divided into smaller groups. One
group could start talking about o ne particular issue while the
other groups listen. Thereafter the discussion is passed over to
the next group, which talks for a while before the discussion is
passed over to the next group, and so forth.
4. In qualitative research the researcher might talk with another, for
example, about his "data" and his attempts to search for something in his data, either a specific category or something unknown or not yet "discovered." Others who listen to that talk can
then talk about what they were thinking when they heard about
the researcher's search and about the not yet known, before the
researcher gives his/her comment on what he heard.

SOME GUIDELINES
I would be the first to warn about a particular practice of a reflecting
process. The less planned the process the greater the possibility ofletting
the situation determine its form. It is important that those who take part
in the process can say and do what feels natural and comfortable.
When I am the person who speaks with the family, I never take it for
granted that there shall be a reflecting team's talk even when a team sits by
ready to give it. I always a* the family: "There have been some people
listening to our talk. Would you like to listen to what they have been
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thinking or what will be the best for you? We could stop our talk here, or
we can continue without the team's talk. What would be the best?"
If the team's reflections (speculations) are requested I usually say to
the fam ily: "When the team talks you might find it interesting co listen
co chem. However, it might happen chat your thoughts go other places.
If so,jusc lee it happen since you do not have co listen co the team. Or
maybe you would rather rest and not listen or chink so much. Or maybe
you would like co do something else. Do what you feel comfortable
with."
I would never cell another team member how he/she should be as
part ofa reflecting team's talk. H owever, I have three guidelines for myself.
The first is co talk (speculate) from something I saw or heard in the
fam ily's talk with the therapist. I usually start by referring co what I heard
or saw: "When the mother said that she still thinks much about her father
who just died, I cou ld see her husband discreetly nodding in agreement,
and I could see the children listening carefully co the ir mother eve n
though they did no t look at her." Then I cry to talk in a questioning
manner; for example," I wonder if talking or thinking of him is easy for
all of them or if it scill is painful fo r some? If it is still difficult for some
to talk about him, what co uld chey do so chac those who want to calk
about him have that possibility and chose who are not yet ready for it do
not need to take part in those talks?"
Scacemenrs, opinions, or meanings are avoided. Meanings can very
easily be heard by the family members as something chey should consider
or even do, and if che team's meaning is different from cheir own, chey
might easily feel it as "becrer" and their own second besr. If that happens
some families might even feel criticized.
If I am on a team when one of the other ream members comes up
with a strong meaning (e.g.,"[ absolutely chink the fath er should do this
or chat"), 1 might ask chat person: "Whac did you see or hear in the calk
[che family had with the therapist) chat made you come up with chat
opinion?" Thac allows the possibility of discussing whac was heard or
seen. If that which was seen and heard was discussed, other opinions
might be launched in addition to the first one. If the other sticks to
his/her opinion, we might discuss how that opinion fit in the various
family members' perspectives: "What do you chink the father himself
thinks of that opinion? What would the mother think of it? The fathe r 's
brother?" These few exchanges might remind everybody about what
they already know, namely, (1) if o ne saw or heard something else one
might come up with another opinion, and (2) an opinion shifts its
meaning according to the context (perspective) it is part of.
The second guidel ine is that I feel free to comment on all I hear
but noc on all I see. If a person in the fam ily tries to cover something,
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for example, the mother clenches her teeth in order not co let the others
see how sad she is, or the father tries to hide his angry feelings, which
might be seen in his clenching fists, I never comment on that. r often
remind myself about the talk between Zeus and Hermes, when Hermes
cook the post as a messenger god (to pass further the messages): Hermes
promised Zeus not to lie, but he did not promise co tell the whole truth.
Zeus understood. Mothers, fathers, and others should have the right to
not talk abo11t all they chink and feel.
r use my third guideline when both the family talk and the team
talk occur in the same room. I usually say to the team (with the family
listening), particularly when there are members on the team who have
never been in such open talks before:" I shall not instruct you or myself,
but r have collected some experiences over time that I would like to
share. When you are to talk I would recommend that you talk with each
other and not include the fami ly in your talk. If you include them in
your talk, either by talking with them or by looking at them, then you
force chem to listen co you, and they cannot le t their mind go other
places if that is what they prefer land I think: If that is impossible it is
impossible, so let it happen]."

FOUR QUESTIONS
Four questions emerged from these processes. One is raised only co
myself in my inner dialogue, two always in the open, and one sometimes
in the open and sometimes only to myself.
The first one is conscancly repeated to myself:" Is what is going on
now appropriately unusual or is it too unusual?" If there are signs that
cell me thac it is too unusual, I have to change, e ither by talking about
something else or by talking in another manner.
The second and third questions are tied together and they are usually
asked in the beginning of a session and seem particularly important in
the first meeting. The second question is about the history of coming
here today. Who had the idea? How did the various others respond to
the idea? Were all in favor of it, or were some reserved? The idea is for
me to learn which of those who are present would like to talk and to
learn whether any of those present would not like to talk. That helps me
to be sure that I talk w ith those who want to talk and do not talk w ith
those who do not want to talk. The th ird question is simply to ask all
present how they wou ld li ke to use the meeting. Everybody is invited
to give an answer. Those who were reserved abou t com ing ro the meeting
often have no answer, but those who wanted to come usually have one.
This question is the most open I have found thus far. It allows for very
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different answers:" I want to discuss my life philosophy," or," I understand
that I cannot proceed without making a point, and I would like to discuss
how that might happen," or, "I am so tired and so exhausted that I want
to just sit here and rest without thinking or talking."
It is most important in responding to the answer to the question
("How would you like to use this meeting?") that I talk about what they
would like to talk about, and that I do not talk about what they would
not like to talk about.
I might ask the fourth question ifl feel that a new issue that is raised
creates a certain tension. We must not take it for granted that everybody
can talk about everything every way at any time. Therefore, this qL1estion,
either raised in the open or only to myself, might be of value: "Who
might/can/ought to talk with whom about which issue in which way
at which point in time?" It might be that the original group is better
divided into smaller talking units. This is to ensure that those who want
to talk about the issue will have a chance to do so and that those who
at the moment are not prepared for it are excused from that talk.

THE PROBLEM-CREATED SYSTEM
Harold Goolishian and Harlene Anderson launched the concept of the
problem-created system (Anderson & Goolishian, 1988; Anderson,
Goolishian, & Winder man, 1988). T hey saw that a person w ith a problem
often attracts attention from many other persons. These others might be
family members, friends, neighbors, colleagues, official persons, and even
therapists.
These others create a whole system of meanings about how the
problem can be understood and how it can be solved. If these meanings
are appropriately d ifferent, the talks between those who hold the
mean ings may create new and even more useful meanings. If the
meanings are too different, the talks between those who hold the
meanings will easily close down.
Goolishian and Anderson say that the big problem arises when the
conversations stop. When a therapist enters such a scene, already full of
meanings, he/she should be careful about bringing more meanings. It is
safer to ask questions and be interested in the meanings that are already
there. If the therapist connects in a friendly way with the persons in the
meaning system, these persons will more easily put their meanings into
conversation. Maybe such conversations might loosen up and even
change the various meanings so that the stalled conversations can start
again.
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GOING TO THE MEANING SYSTEM
When a local therapist wants my assistance, I go to the therapist and work
together w ith him/her and the client(s) in the therapist's office. The
Lherapist and I can be a reflecting team during the meeting. The therapist
and the clients determine whether I shall continue working with them,
but very often one meeting is enough for them to continue the work
without me.

FOLLOWING THE OTHERS
Those family members who want to speak talk as long as necessary. It
feels intuitively right that clients should be given the time they need in
order to tell me what they want me co know. That means that I, as the
listener, must be cautious not to interrupt. It is interesting co follow the
monologues of the various clients, as the undisturbed monologue seems
to comprise shifts between in ner and OL1ter conversa tions. The inner talks
occur when the client stops talking (to the o ther) and makes a "pause."
This is, however, not a really pause; the client just "withdraws" or "moves
to an other place" or "meets someone else." We can see that when bis/her
eyes move away and look somewhere else. I imagine that the client
searches through all the "pauses," or stops and "rests" at something
somewhere (i.e., searches for meaning[s]). Then, after the pause, the eyes
turn back to the other(s) present and the outer talk can continue.
The talk therefore comprises something that can be seen in addition
to what is said and can be heard. These shifts between outer and inner
talks are most meaningful if there are other(s) there to see and hear. Peggy
Penn and Marilyn Frankfurt (1994) call the other(s)' contribution
"witnessing." (See also Lev Vygotsky's (1988) discussion of so-called
ego-centric talks.)

To Hear Is Also to See
Not only the pauses can be seen but also the "openings" that we, the
professionals, might take as the points of departure for our questions. I
used co think that the questions more or less were intuitively chosen.
Now I do not think so; the person who listens, besides listening to all
the spoken, also sees how this is uttered. There are the small shifts in the
way to utter that might make one chink: "What I just heard, which was
followed with what I saw, seems to be meaningful for her. It might be
worthwhile to talk more about that."
These small shifts can be so many: a look in the eyes; the head drops;
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a coug h; moving o n the chair; the hands fo lded on the neck; one hand
searchi ng for som e thing in the other hand without find ing it; and so on.
These moves seem to occur when the person, while saying some
words, hears the words as particularly meaningful; that is, the person's
own word(s) move him/ her. And the verb "to move" has in all languages
two meanings: a physical and an emotional aspect.

New Q uestions
I often notice that the person who is given the opportunity to talk
undisturbed quite often stops and starts over again, as if the first attempt
was not good enough . The client searches for the best way to express
him /herself; the best words to tell what he/she wilnts to te ll, the best
rhythm, the best te mpo, and so on. The e xpressions that come (of which
the words are a part) and the simultaneous activity (the way the words
are expressed) have attracted my interest. Therefore, it has been natural
to discuss not only the utterances themselves but also the way they are
uttered. One of the questions that has emerged is: " I noticed that you
said this or that. If you were to search for som ething more in that word,
what might you find?" For exa1nple, one woman said that independence
was the big word in her fam ily. Not only did she repeat the word
"independence," but she said it with such a look o n her face th:lt it \.vas
natural to let it be a starting point for the next question: "If you were co
look into that word, what might you see?" She: " I don't like thilt word
very much." "What is it you don't like when you look into the word?"
Crying, and with her hands covering he r face, she said "For m e to talk
about loneliness is so hard ... yes it means staying alone...."
Another example is of a young father who had left his wife and
7-year-old son. Some rime after this happened be said that both be and
his son often felt sad. When he said "sad," there W:lS an audible and visible
sigh, and he was asked, "Whe n your son is sad, is his sadness totally filled
with sadness or are there other feelings in his sadness?" The father, who
said there was :llso anger in his son's sadness, was asked, " If your son 's
anger could speak, what wo uld the words be?" H e said, " Why did you
leave me? You said I was rhe most important person for you. Why did
you leave me?"
To give :lnocher ex:lmple, a man spoke about the rebtionship
between him and his w ife in such a way that in the middle of fear and
uncertainty, war (or anger) broke out. H e was asked, " Is the fear in the
anger or is the anger in the fear?" He sat long, bewildered, and thoughtful
before he could answer. This question remained with him all the time
for three months.
A fourth example is a question that was related ro a m:ln who in
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fierce anger :rnd w itho ut words hit :mother with his fist. T he q uestion
was: " If the fist, as it moved toward the person it was to hit, could speak,
what might che words be?" There were several answers: " I feel stupid."
" I am not listened to." "Nobody understood that I was hurt."
A finally, a woman spoke about peace and when aske d said that
"peace" was a very big word for her. She was then asked what she would
see and hear if she walked into the word. She said that she walked into
a landscape where she heard the final part of Gustav Mahler's second
sym phony. She was asked whether she was w ith so meone or :-d one. Whe n
she mentioned whom she would have liked ro be with she began to cry.
A commonality in these questions is that one searches for what is
i11side the expression; i11 the word; i11 the feelings; in rhe 111ove111enrs, <111d so
011 . One does 1101 ask for what is be hind or under o r ove r but what is i11
the expressed. And chat req uires th:lt the listener see and hear what is
expressed.
These questions, which the clients surprisingly often like, are
actually very sensitive in that focusing on such words is sensitive. I do
not rake it for granted that anyone can talk about these words rignt away
because the emotions i11 them m ight be very strong. Therefore, I find it
safer to introduce a few "outside" questions before "looking-inco-thewords" questions. For example, the lady who talked about inde pendence
was first asked, " How was that word 'independe nt' expressed [in your
family], was it in the open or was it implicit?" She said it was in the open.
Then a second question: "Was it such rhac you should be independent
o r was it independence in general?" She said that she should be
independent. As she replied to both of the questions she stayed w ith the
word; she did not avoid speaking about it. H er ability to stay with the
word told me that she was ready for the next question: "What do you
see if you look into the word?"
An imporrnnt prerequisite to be ing able to both hear and see
carefully and precisely is for the listener (e.g., the therapist) co avoid
thinking that the person who speaks means something else than what
he/she says. There is nothing more in the utterance than the utterance;
the re is nothing more sa id than what is sa id; there is nothing more shown
than what is shown. Nothing more.
Other, even sim pler questions also have value, namely, after an
introduction: " I noticed you said this or that ..."and therea fter: "Can
you say more w hat you were thi nking w hen you said that?" or, "What
flew through your mind when you said this or chat?" or even more simply,
"Can you say more?" Other possibilities are: " If you were to choose a
word that is very similar fthis or that word] what might it be?" or, " If
you should choose the opposite word what would that be?" All are
questions that can elicit nuances so that we might see :lnd hear more
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th:rn we previously could see and he:n. However, these gLJestions do 1101
escape the o verriding question: " Is this an appropriate unusual question
or is ic coo unusual?" And the answer to that question is found, as I hope
the reader has grasped, in the small signs the other person expresses to
let the therapist know whether ic feels uncomfortable or not.
If we accept the idea about the appropriately unusual, how can we
increase our sensitivity to the other? A simple procedure might be useful.

If the c lie nts want co talk more about the issues they once talked
.1bouc in therapy, the visitor should recognize chat as a wish to resume
ther:ipy and leave that co the therapists. In other words, the visitor should
withdraw.
In dealing with che process of therapy the visitor should feel free co
raise any questions. However, it seems most interesting for the therapists
co calk about those parts of the therapy in which impasses occurred,
where there were tense and uncomfortable periods, or when the
therapists were uncertain and in doubt or, in hindsight, where the
therapists felt they failed.
The clients' comments on such issues might be very valuable. The
visiting colleague may be guided by the idea that the therapists now
have che opportunity to hear what might have been 100 111111s11al for
the clients, what might have come at an improper point in time, what
might have been talked about in a improper context , and so on, and
thereby to become more aware of they should 1101 do again in future
work.
T hose therapists who have taken part in this "evaluating process"
have made some interesting comments:

THE CLIENTS AS CORESEARCHERS
ON THE THERAPISTS' CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THE THERAPEUTIC TALKS
During the last three years, in collaboration with a team in Harstad,
North Norway, and a team in Stockholm, Sweden ' I have tried to find
a way to increase therapists' sensitivity for their own contribution to
therapy (Andersen, 1993).
The procedure is that therapists, a while after therapy has ended (e.g.,
one year), ask the clients to return to discuss how it was to be part of the
therapeutic meetings. In addition to the clients and the therapists, a visiting
professional is present. The meeting starts with the therapists underlining
that they wanted the discussion. The therapists, or the visiting professional,
refer to reports about evaluation of various treatments that indicate that
the collaboration that develops between clients and therapists contributes
much to the therapeutic outcom e, either making it better or making it
worse (Lambert, 1989; Lambert, Shapiro, & Bergin, 1986). That makes it
reasonable to research the therapeutic sessions together with the clients.
The visiting colleague thereafter talks w ith the therapists about what
they wane to focus on and clarify during the meeting, while the clients
listen co this talk. In the next seep the visitor invites the clients co
comment on the talk they just heard (between the therapists and the
visitor) and also asks them whether there is something from the therapeutic sessions they want to discuss.
The visitor then talks again with the therapists about what the
therapists th o ught when they heard the talk between che cl ien ts and the
visitor. The reader will probably notice that this is a variarion of the
reflecting processes.
There is something the visiting professional should bear in mind,
namely, that his/her task is co talk about the process of the therapeutic talks
and not tlie contents of these talks. If the issues of the therapeuric talks are
touched on, that should only be to clarify the process.
1
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T he members of the team in Hustad were Leif Hugo Hanse n. Ingeborg Hansen, lorill
Ida Aandahl,and Torgeir Fins~s;and in Stockholm,Annica Forsma nk,Maraanne 13orgcngren. and Bo Mo ntan.

"The process is as unique as the therapeutic process, but only
those questions are relevant that aJI present can talk about. Standard
questions that belong to standard evaluations would be felt as
artificial, and I would not have been part of that."
"The experience, thefeeling, co sit there and hear how difficult
it was for a client to be part of a way of talking that she had not had
any impact on, has led me co understand how important it is for the
clie nt(s) and me to find a way of talking together we both appreciate,
before we start the 'real' talk."
"After being part of this I fe el more and more convinced that
the clients are the best supervisors. This is an alternative to professional supervision. Actually, hereafter l want both."
"This experience has caught me to be inside the therapeutic
relationships and nlso for me co 'move' o.ut of it and look at it all,
inclusive myself, from outside."
"It was very special to be in this particular kind of triangle; in
the sense that 1 felt we came so close co each other. When 1 was
listeni ng and felt so close co the clients l thought: maybe we should
dare to talk more openly what we feel in those moments when we
[the therapists] fight with them."
"I was so surprised how much they remembered from the
[therapeutic] talks. I had forgotten most of it."
" It was a unique experience to feel so close and be on a basis
of equality."
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The clients have not been asked how they felt about this process, but
some have spontaneously said that they appreciated learning what the
therapists tho ug ht about the therapy rhey once had toge ther. For some,
namely, those who left therapy with the feel ing that both they and the
therapy had failed, experienced this after talk as a repairing process that
brought them dignity. T he process seemed to serve them well.

T he Circle Is Closed
The reflecting processes appears ro be a useful practice that is relatively
easy to apply and can be used in many different circumstances. It is also
a practice that studies itself. Clients and therapists are not only collaborators but also coresearchers. In many ways I believe this is a good
evolutio n.

REVISED ASSUMPTIONS (PREUNDERSTANDIN G)
Maybe it is 11or a waste of time to discuss whe ther the reOecting processes
represent an alternative way to reach knowledge, and maybe it even
brings fo r th alternative knowledge? Maybe the reflecting processes ca n
be regarded as an alternative, in correspondence with much e lse in the
so-caUed postmodern period?
Being part of various reflecting processes has definitely contributed
to my revisiting cerrnin of my own basic assumptions, and has stimulated
me to read about what others have wr itten about these assurnprions.
The posrmodern era is for some a concept of time, namely, the
period after "the modernism," which many say begins with Descartes.
For others, postmodernism represents reactions ro modernism , not at
least rite way knowledge is developed and the ass11111p1io11s on which this
way of knowing is ba~ed. It is a reaction not only to what kind of
knowledge is said to be relevant but also ta how this knowledge, and the
process by which it emerges, influences us and forms our lives. Seve ral
books focu s on these issues (see Polkinghorne, 1983, 1988; Gergen, 1991,
1994; Kvale, 1992; Shatter, J 993).
In the following discussion, I will point to a few, but central,
"modern" nss11111ptio11s.

1. True (objective, cor rect) knowledge about human beings can be
reached (which means that rhis knowledge is generalizable and
applicable for all human be ings in all contexrs at all points in
time).
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2. Human beings function from a basic "inner core" (which one
can reach true knowledge about).
3. Language is a tool to express what one thinks (which seems from
"the inner core").
4. The language, which must be unarnbiguous and literal, is in the
service of information.
Inspired by the progress of engineering techniques and the progress
in the physical sciences, we have been tempted to understand human
beings in the same way as we unde rstand those parts of nature ch~c srand
still; objective assessments of external signs (utterances and behav1or) can
m ir ror and explain the "underlying" (the inner core).
There is a need for experts who know how one can reach true
knowledge (the methods), and also possess the knowledge that tel_ls
w hether what o'n e reached was true or not (know the norms). Collegia
are established co protect and make more perfec t the methods and the
norms.
Qui te natu rally a hierarchy is developed: experts and nonexperts.
T his is w hat I see as a sign of the modern period.
Within the frames of the hiera rc hica l someone became a helper and
someone helped; someone a governor and someone governed; someone
an observer and someone observed; someone a controller and someone
controlled; and so on.
T he divisions of people m entioned here separate people nor only
in terms of their fun ctions but also in relation to privileges. It has been
common to claim that the culture of knowledge mentioned above
(modernism) was developed in a period of Western culcure where
economic a nd material conditio ns favored persons being independent
and self-reliant, and independence and self- reliance became prerequisites
for the economic and material life of constant expansion (Samson, 1981 ).
l consider a hier:irchical c ulture dangerous because the unevenly
distributed privileges so easily create bitterness among the underprivileged, and that bitterness easily creates a desire for revenge. And if the
bi tterness and the desire for revenge are oppressed, that might lead to
more bitterness and maybe even violence.

Alternative Assumptio ns
I w ill fi rst mention 01/ter nss11111p1io11s about human be ings and humans
be ing-in- the- world.
1. One altern:nive to the stable and generalizable explanations of
human life (e.g., the di.agnosis of c harac ter disorders) is chat a human
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being is constantly shifting and adapts to the various contexts, which in
turn (as everybody knows) shift all the time. A person might therefore
be understood contextually at a given point in time. Such understanding
ofhuman beings is compatible with the concept of multiple realities: The
same person can be underscood in many ways-not only the person
shifts (talks and acts differently) with shifting circumstances in different
periods but also the others who try to understand. Those who try to
understand do so from what they see and hear. If the person who·
understands were to listen to something else (than what he/she listened
to and heard) and see something else {than what he/she looked for and
saw), his/her understanding would, of course, be different.
2. An alternative assumption to the idea that a person is governed
from an inner core is that the person is not in the center but the center
of the person is outside him/her, in the collectivity with others. The
inner core does not form the individual or the collectivity, but the
collectivity for ms the individual and the inner core; if this inner core
exists at all (Shetter, 1993). Significant in the collectivity are the conversations that are there, and significant w ith the conversations are the
language the participants of the conversations are in.
3. An alternative assumption of language is that besides being
i11for111i11g, language is also for111i11g. Many have been inspired by what
Wittgenstein said, namely, that the language we are in gives the possibilities, on the one hand, and the limitations, on the other, for what we come
to understand (Gray ling, 1988). Language will be part of forming what
we come to think and understand.John Shotter, inspired by Bakhtin and
Volosvinov, takes this even further and says that the utterances we
perform n ot only form what we come to think but actually form the
person as a whole, including the physiological makeup. Inspired by
Biilow-Hansen's work and my collaboration with Gudrun 0vreberg I
have reached the same conclusions (Andersen, 1993).
Language must be understood as an activity, not only the words
that are uttered. "Utterance" is a bigger and more open word than
"word." U tterances comprise all that activity that occurs when the
spoken word is uttered, and that activity comprises not ar least the
physical movements and the breaching, the interplay between creating
a muscular tension and letting it go. It is in the interplay between
letting the tension come and letting the tension go that the fo rming
occurs. What is formed (uttered) may be various things: The sculpture
becomes the sculptor's utterance; the crescendo th e musician's; the
widely open, searching eyes with the closed, stiff mouth the refugee's;
che disease che patient's; and so on. The expressed becomes impression
for che person and o chers (e.g., the painting, rhe cext, the music, the
h ott\C, the dance, the scone wall, and the patient's record). The
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impression is, in short, related to what was expressed (uttered), or one
m ighc say a result of what was uttered (the product).
Products are given much attention in our culture and are quickly
evaluated, for example, as good or bad, useful or useless, expensive or
cheap. How it was uttered (to become a product) (i.e., rhe method or the
skill) may also be given attention, even though not as much as the
product.
A third aspect of the whole is that the person who expresses herself,
by expressing herself as she does forms her life and her self(selves) .
Because every person is constantly in some kind of activity (i.e.,
constantly expressing oneself), every person constantly is in rhe process
of being formed-transfor ming, reforming, or conforming oneself.
Shotter (1993) says chat an essential part of forming oneself is "positioning oneself" in relation to those who are in the surrounding (i.e., those
who see and hear the person's utterances).
Not all I might say and do is acceptable for society. The other who
is present, having a notion of what society accepts, w ill in his/her
response to how he/she sees and hears me inform me whether I am
within or outside those limits.
It will be in the eyes of the ocher(s) chat we might find an answer
to the question about what is or is not acceptable for society. And it is
my own response to the other's response chac contributes to the forming
of me as a responsible person. These limits, reflected in rhe face of the
other, to which I am supposed to respond are tied to che tradition and
the culture of society and its surrounding nature.
In the hierarchical culture, the products are of primary interest, the
methods (skills) of secondary interest. To what extent is there an interest
for the individual's being-in-the-world when the skills are applied and
the products shaped? I doubt there is much interest.
An alternative co this might be interesting: First, let a society refuse
those products that are 1101 acceptable. Then let people, in their forming
of various acceptable products (which were not to be ranked according
to sales value or standard), search simultaneous formings of their "own
selves"; selves they feel comfortable with and are responsible in relation
to.
4. An alternative assumption of words as they are heard, spoken,
and written on paper is that the words only refer to some other words.
It is the French philosopher Jacques Derrida who makes this assumption
(Samson, 1989). Words have meanings in their similarities and differences
to other words. The word "dark" will, for example, create a meaning as
we simultaneously chink ofgray or white. Derrida w rites that words refer
to other words and nor to rhe objects "out there." The particular
1mpre~sio n of, "picture" of, or ideas abouc char which is "our chere," and
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w hich we talk about, are fo r med by the words we choose for our
descr iptions.
The Vienna circle in the 1920s, which represented the physical
sciences and w as much concerned with applying an unambiguo us
language, thought metaphorical language should be avoided (Polkinghorne, 1983). T his opinion has been challenged by many during the last
three o r four decades by stating that we cannot 11 ot talk metapho rically
Oohnson, 1987; Lakoff & Jo hnson, 1980). All words (metaphors) are all
ambiguous and refer to other words (other metaphors). All words m ight
therefore be nuanced and, after be ing nuanced, be further nuanced.
At t his point I will refer to " the new questions" that I mentioned
in this chapter, and which seem to have a certain value in the therapeutic
work. For example, " I noticed that you at some time said this or that
word. Is that a small or a big word?" If the answer is that the word is big,
we might ask: " If the word is so big th at you can walk into it, what would
you see and hear?" Many interesting "stor ies" might emerge as a result
of such questions.

Talking Habits and Moving Habits
W ittgenstein said that we are i11 the language. I understand him to mean
that the language is not inside us but we are i11 rhe language. Correspondingly, I see that we are in movements, i11 conversa tions, i11 collectivities. A
collectivity exists i11 a c ulture, and a culture is i11 a nature.
Marrin Heidegger's word "being-in-the- world" might be nuanced
to life is being-in-movem ents, being-in-language, being-in-conversatio ns, being-in- collectivities, being-in-culture, being-in-nature.
T he person's habits, which exist within these various frames, give
possibilities to and limitations for what can be expressed.
A significant matter is to w hic h exten t a conversation , a collectivity,
or a culture provides new possibiliti es for new talking and moving habits.

Outer and Inner Dialogues
Throughout his whole (but short) professional life, Lev Vyg~tsky was
preoccupied with the relationsh ips between inner and outer dialogues
(Vygotsky, 1988). H e tho ught that a small child at first , in the interplay
with adults, learned to imitate the ir sounds and thereby gained :rn "outer"
language, which means a language that did not yet have personal
meanings for the child. However, in th e period from approximately three
to seven years of age the child develops an " egocentric" language, as the
child talks with him/herself during play. Vygotsky noticed that the
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p1 c~t:ncc of a listen ing adult increased the tendency for the ch ild to talk
w him/ herself. The adult did not participate in the talk but was present
.111d listened.
Vygocsky regarded this o utloud speaking o f the child as a precu:sor
to the inner (not audible) talks where the words have personal meaning.
I tend to think that we receive ideas we did not have before from the
outer talks, and that our inner talks (with ourselves) sort out which o f
the new ideas we want to include in our talking habits.
Bakhtin points to the significance of the responses our utterances
evoke in those who listen to and see them (the utterances). We might
both expand om habits of uttering and have them corrected by the
responses from the other(s). Simply spoken, one ca111101 see one's O\~n face
when the face utters something (and the living face is such a crucial part
of the utterances). Bakhti n thinks that the closest we can co me is to see
o ur face reflected in the eyes of the other. And the same will be for the
o ther. One "lends one's eyes to the other."
Three types of inner talks m ust be mentioned. The first is those we
have in our dreams; t hey are rich ly composed of rapidly changing
"scenes" where most of what happens (everything?) is experienced
simultaneously. The second is those we have in daily life when we talk
inaudibly w ith o urselves; those are mo re cohere nt th:m dream talks bur
sometimes disruptive. The third is those with ourselves when w~ write:
The writing forces us to form longer and more coherent sequences.
Writing, for example, about our own work, might the refore give a
significant and alternative perspective compared to that w hich. emerges
when talking to another. Be reminded of what I wrote earlier ab_o ut
multiple perspectives, w ith w hich G regory Bateson was preoccupied,
and differen ces (between the various perspectives) that make di ffe re nces
(in the particular perspectives).

If the Language Forms, It Forms the P erson
Who Spea ks
O ne might enter the observer's language and become dista nt and cold,
the language of the participant and be near and warm, the language of
the technician and become standing still and lonely, or the language of
religion and become distant and viole nt.
Whatever question one asks is chosen from many possible questions,
and whatever answer is one of many possible answers. Every question
raised and every answer g iven can therefore be regarded as lim iting the
possible (a process of simplification).
The metaphors one selects to construct one's questions and answers
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will be likely lim iting in the same way as the scientist's method is limiting
in his/ her search for knowledge.
A saying such as "Many senile people suffer from depression" will
create a certain understa nding by the person who hears these words_. A
simple reformulation, " Many who seem to be senile are lo nely," most
probably creates ano ther understanding, maybe even an understanding
that provides ideas about how co relate to the senile person. A further
reformulation is, "Many elderly people who find it d ifficu lt co take part
in conversations appear lonely." These three formul ations indicate chat
the language {the utte rances) m ig ht be pare offorming both " the helper"
and "che helpless," in m aking chem either more incompete nt o r more
competent.

W h e n th e Lang uage Creates Deficiency
Gergen (1990a, 1990b) seem s to be the first to have mentioned "deficiency language" (e.g., the lang uage of pathology) . This lang uage, first
developed by professionals, has become everyday language for everybody.
Goolishian organized the second Galveston conference in San Antonio,
Texas -with the title "The Dis-Diseasing of Mental H ealth "-together
with H arlene Ande rson in November 199 1, shortly before he died. In
the announcement of che conference o ne can read:
The central theme of this conference will be the exploration of the
Wittgensceinian concept that rhe limits of the reality that can be known
are determined by the language available to us to describe it. T his theme
will permit us to dialogue around the implicario ns of the "deficiency
language" of the mental health field and the effect these words have on our
theoretical, clinical and research work. This theme will also address the
pragmatic distinction to be made between the concepts of constructivism
and social consrructionism.
It is our impression that over the last century of the mental health
movement we have contributed thousands words co the vocabulary of the
world. Unfortunately, most of these contributed and constructed words
reflect some central sense of deficiency. It seems that in many ways rhe
deficiency language has created a psychological and lheorerical reality that
ca n be metaphoric::illy described as a black hole. This is a socially constructed black hole our of which there is very limited escape for meaningful
clinical and research activity.

A lternative D escrip tions
W h.n might happe n if we, the professionals, started co m e ntion and
dc\l r slw w hat we do in a different m an ner?
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It is quite usual to say chat during a conversation, one is listening
and one is talking. What would happen w ith our conversation if we were
to choose other metapho rs and, for example, say that th e person who
liste ns is touched by what the other expresses (utters)?
The person who becomes touched will, the next time, be moved.
H owever, the person will not be passively moved. T he perso n will actively
take part in the sense that he/she will be active in the moving of
him/ herself. One way to clarify what the moved person wanes is fo r that
person to search through the language to find how to unde rstand the
situation and what to do. The nex t would be co express that meaning.
The expression, in turn , will be a touc hing of the o ther(s).
Touchings migh t take many forms: stro ke, press, push, grab, ho ld, hit,
and so on. If we were to "look into" the couches we g ive o th ers when
we utter something, whic h of the words above (or other words) wou ld
we see?
I imagine that there is a wide spectrum of possibilities, and maybe
only the endpoints should be avoided? On the one end to avoid not
touching (overlook and ignore) and o n the other end to avoid clenching
fiercely or pushing away? Which other word might be found in the words:
overlook, ignore, clench fiercely, and push away? Maybe our responsibility should make us constantly search for what shall limit us from che
endpoints?
The corresponding endpoints for the listener m ig ht be co avoid 110 1
being touched and moved on the one end and on the o ther end to escape
being held and be ing pushed away?
The more I write (and think) about this the more it all becomes a
matter of a collective responsibility.

Assump tio n s H ave to Be C h osen
In this chapter the word "assumption" has been used purposely several
times. Much of what we consider good o r bad, right o r w rong, o r essential
or non essential is based on o ur assumptions of being so. Assumptions of
these kinds cannot stem from som e thing observed and assessed. T hey are
rather results of our speculatio ns, or if we dare to use a bigger word, of
what we reach thro ugh our " philosophizing." Webster~ Dictio1rnry defin es
philosophy as "a search for a general understand ing o f values and reali ty
by chiefly speculative rather than observational means." Much in "therapy " and " research" and in everyday life concerns knowledge based on
assumptions we have already made. The choice of underlying assumptions (preunderstanding) is w hat I ca ll philosophica l ch o ices. Koescler
(1964) calls these the ego, th e collectivity, the language, che conversations,
the e motions, the desires, the talking, the listening, the expressed, th e
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created, the formed. The new, or what might contribute co the new,
comes from combining what we already know in new ways.
It is in this respect that the assumptions become signifi cant, as does
the choice of assumptions. Which of the bits are essential and which of
the bits should be put together with o ther bits in which way? In the end,
these questions comprise choices about which assumptions we find most
use fol.
What might help in this search is to participate in various conversations as we work with the following question: "Is that with which I
am occupied the most essential or is there something else that is more
essential?"

Words at the End
It would be interesting to speculate on how the body part1c1pates in
creating meaning.Johnson (1987) discusses how the body is thought to
perceive (sense) shift in the surroundings before the thought has grasped
it. He thinks that the sensing is connected to something learned in the
very early part oflife ;tbe body senses the difference, for example, between
out and in; between up and down; between being against a force and
being with a force. The earliest experiences ofsensing become habits and
basis for the metaphors we later develop (learn from others) in language,
through which we become "ourselves."
It is also tempting to speculate on how our understanding of the
other becomes an expectation that he/she lives up to Oones, 1986). The
other's eyes, in this sense, do not passively mirror (reflect) me. It therefore
might be usefol to consider which other's eyes one is to borrow, so that
one does not borrow them from whomever.
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